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ABSTRACT

This report
which

describes

consisted

scattering

cross

section

of tbe experiment
bistatic
tion

scatter

cross

experiment

Westford

radar

scatter

utilized

a i 43 -km
Terminal

values

observations

were

Massachusetts.

description

describe

the scattering

both the bistatic

2” to i80”.

of scattering

scatter

to-measured

cross

the summer

of i 970 and -i.6

path from

average

measurements

was -0.8

dB measured

at

7.74 GHz during

by rain were

cross

during the fall of 1970.
uncertainty

layers

calibration

adequately

uncertainties

ratios

of

of calculated-

+1.2 dB at 4. 5i 5 GHz during
the summer

of 1968.

The

by snow was

ratio for turbulent scatter

The maximum
were

in

scattering

showed that the approxi-

section for scattering

The average

the

Simulta-

made using

Tbe average

dB at 7.74 GHz during

to the

Hill i .295 -GHz radar

were

within the maximum

of the ratio due to calibration

Connecticut,

and thin turbulent

and the radar.

during the fall of 197o.

due to rai;

and fall of i 970.

The measurements

ratio of calculated-to-measured

+2. i dB measured

sec-

Avon,

that was operated

section for scattering

of the

data to the cross

prediction.

due to rain

process
system

Results

of the ~

of scattering

made with tbe MiIIstone

Scatter

layers.

of the

The goal of the experiment

system.

scatter

experiment

measurements

using the radar

used in interference

that ranged from

urements

as calculated

and rms

of the approximate

layers

Laboratory

and radar

of rain and thin turbulent

as average

with the bistatic

mate descriptions

mation

of a Lincoln

scatter

of 1968 and at 4.515 GHz during the summer

West ford,
angles

section

Comnmnicatiom

summer
neous

presented

the precision

and thin turbulent
The

of results

of bistatic

per unit volume

are

as measured

was to test

the analysis

of a series

errors

in the esti-

2.7 dB for the i 970 meas-

and 3.7 dB for the i968 measurements.
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1.

OF DATA

FROM

THE

AVON-TO-WESTFORD

EXPERIMENT

IXTRODL!CTION
Interference

and operating

between

communication

at tbe same wavelength

one or more of the following
ducting,

or terrain

the precision
turbulent

scatter

ments of scattering
Hill L-band
Avon,

pute the expected

was issued

the C-band

were

llDe~cpiption

to compute

were

tbe equipment

scatter,
to investigate

were

made using the Millstone

system

operated

Tbe monostatic

scattering

scatter

process

system,

Scattering

between

(radar)

were

The expected

meas-

used to com and measured

examination

of 4968 and a rwport,

from Rain and Tbin Turbulent
analysis

and fall of $970.

Experiment!”

transmission

an analysis

descriptions

scatter

Terminal.

and a p~eliminary

of the two propagation

provides

layer

was conducted

made during the sumner

and Bistatic

and a preliminary

the expected

This report
equipment

loss forthebistatic

of the Avon -to- Westford

imate descriptions

or rain cells

of the bistatic

made during the summer

equipment

turbulent

caused by

then compared.

Monostatic

that described

measurements

layers

Communications

rneasurement~

Between

experiment

or a C-band bistatic

descriptions

were

The X-ba”dbistatic
,,.4 Comparison

- rain scatter,

maybe

of two of these phenomena -rain
scatter &d thin
i,z
interference.
S~multaneOus measure-

thin tu-b”lent

an X-band

transmission

beyond each other, s radio horizon

or rnillimeterband.s

used in estimating

and the Westford

loss values

phenomena

descriptions

either

and either

and the approximate

transmission

locsted

Tbe Avon-to-Westford

–currently

from

radar

Connecticut,*

urements

propagation

diffraction.

of the approximate

layer

systems

in the centimeter

of the data.

A description

pbenmnena

The latter

report

and described

loss for comparison

also discussed

with the bistatic

are provided

in Refs. 3 and 4 and will

and

data are given in

of interest

of the data from both the C- and X-band

3

The C-band

of the radar

of some of the summer
4

Layers”

tbe approx-

the method used

system

measurements.

experiments.

only be augmented

The

and summarized

here.
The X-band
time period

of observations
tions were
clear

measurements

with the Millstone

lines-of-sight

measurements,
the measured
computed

were

were

obtained

signal level;

between

loss

Approximately

the ratio

were

transmission

(the measured

system

30 percent

received

During this
and lb hours

of these observa-

not useful for comparison
Useful

becauae

simulta-

period.

For these

loss to be 1.6 + 0.5 dBt higher than

signal level

of the calculated-to-measured

was i.6 dB higher than the

scattering

cross

section

per unit

dB).
were

a“d 13 No”ember

s>-stem and 70 hours of observations
approximately

approximately

‘~ Site ?ro\-ided courtesy

1970.

conducted

26 October

ments,

radar.

scatter

the antennas a“d the rain cells.

the bistatic
observations

29 July and 9 August 1968.

with the bistatic

during only four hours of the measurement

the data showed the computed
transmission

v-as -i.6

between

obtained

Hill L-band

not present

were

The C-band measurements

I

conducted

Most of the rain observations

of rain scatter.

neous measurements

volume

were

86 hours of observations

between

During the earlier

30 percent

were

time period,

with tbe radar

for rain scatter

4 hours of useful simultaneous
of Station WTIC,

20 July and 31 July 1970 and between

Hartford,

61 hours of observations

system

were

obtained.

and, of the rain scatter

measurements

were

obtained.

with

Of these
measureFor these

Connecticut.

+ Tbar is, the mean of the logarithm of the ratio of computed-to-measured
estim. ?ted to be i.6 df3 with an uncertainty (30) of +0.5 d13.

transmission

loss is

. . ..———

——

TABLE I
AVON-TO-WESTFORD

X-BAND

BISTATIC

Frequency

7.74 GHz (3.88-cm

Antenna

60-foot

Gain

1

Antenna

I

Bemnwidth Antenna
Polarization
Antenna

1

Antenna

I

paraboloid

59.4+

0.7d8

0.15”

between

Left-bond
Sta”dard

2

SCATTER

SYSTEM

wavelength)
with Cassegrainian

h.lf-power

feed

points

circulat
gain h.mor6-foot

paraboloid

with prime focus feed
Gain

Antenna

18.2
39.5

2

Bemnwidth Antenna

Antenna 2

for 6-foot

Horizontal

paraboloid

for either

Tr.nsmi tted Power

Variable

Transmitted

CW with frequency

Signal

antenna

1 W to 500 W
stability

of 1 part in 1010 per day

Phase lock

Receiver
Receiver

8.ndwidth

560 or 2880

Receiver

Noise

‘600”K

Maximum

lxw.boloid

23” for horn

2

1.5°
Polarization

* 0.2 dBi for horn
*0.3dBi
for 6-foot

Temperature

Measurable

Loss

Transmission

(including

atmospheric

and gro. ”d effects)

200 d8 for horn
220 d8 for 6-foot

Path Length

143 km

Data

Received

Processing

Hz

paraboloid

signal AGC

frequency

voltage

and local oscillator

sampled 20 times per second

.

measurements,
mission

the computed
For

loss.

the computed

38 elevation

transmission

isons between

transmission

scans obtained

the estimated

and mezsured

tems for i968 and the 2.7 dB combined
theory

estimate

for spheres

urement

measurements

measured

and measurement

contamination

and radar

transmission

mission

loss for measurements
measurement

error

upon an analysis

sion loss
error

the observed

were,

for spheres

tions into closer

agreement

measurements

I

11.

scattering

BRIEF

EXPERIMENT

The bistatic

urement
derived

theory

dynamic
values

!

different

spheroidal

(see Section

V. B.).

for dielectric

spheres

does,

made during

V, Ref. 4).

A possible

estimate.

reason

spheres

in the

Computations

based

and calcula-

based upon exact theory

however,

for

scattering

measurements

agreement.

of transmitter

Al-

transmis-

the actual calibration

for dielectric

the Rayleigh

in the

measure-

3.2 dB rms value based

and the exact (Mie)

bring the C-band

into closer

trans-

than the maximum

used (see Table

theory

Computations

and calculations

and r’adar systems.

measurements

may be significant.

from

prediction

The rms fluctuations

error,

free

the

of estimated-to-

between

of measured-to-computed

not spherical

particles

i970 were

3.7 dB for the C-band

calibration

scattering

in general,

systems

for

spheres

The use of the simple

allow

prediction

and receiver

used for the three

of the trans-

polarization

The accuracy

given in Ref. 4 for the C-band
transmission
attenuator

range of the Millstone

Hill L-band

IV describe

and measurements
the additional

between

radar.

the possible

difference

estimates

periods,
A brief

used.

system

reflects

error

error-free

system

are

in the

to increase

the

and precision

the measurements

for measurements

system

in the ratio of

the uncertainty

repeatability,

of

of the

of the meas-

for the X-band

the antenna and receiver

between

summer

summary

a summary

The larger

The accuracy,

difference

made with an ideal,
possible

IV presents

system.

loss for the X-band
inserted

experiment

in Refs. 3 and 4.

1 to 111. Table

of each of the systems.

given in Table

made (accuracy),

1

techniques

equipment

are given in Tables

of the variable

each system

are,

scatter

eqch meas-

of measured-to-computed

with the estimated

and the differences

and radar

the values

estimated-to-measured
calibration

an adequate

DESCR1PTION

scatter

accuracies
from

possible

agreement

periods.

of the ratio

of ‘1970, and fall of 1970 are described

parameters

show
sys-

between

shows the ratio

cases,

favorably

within 2 dB for the combinations

1968, summer
equipment

compare

is slightly
from

bring the X-band

loss

scatter
scatter

made throughout

A comparison

of the bistatic

lines-of-sight

is the use of Rayleigh

scattering

period

of the ratios

and measurement

to be smaller

cross

section

cmnpar-

Rayleigh

provides

by rain or snow are smaller

of the mean of the logarithm

difference

the simple

on 2 November

5 km.

of i 970 and 3,2 dB for the X-band

values

The hydrometers

RayIeigh

,

These

were

The data indicate

accuracy

for the clear

calculations.

upon Rayleigh

for this time

of scattering

is within the maximum

is most likely

mission

estimates

of the equipment

though the estimate

scatter

for each of the measurement

ments made during the summer
of i968.

for i970,

i 440 and 1630 GMT

of the means of the logarithms

possible

the summer

layer

loss to be 0,8 + 4.2 dB.

of the ratios

These

and biste.tic

by hydrometers

for heights below

within the measurement

The magnitudes

logarithm

of thin turbulent

Radar data obtained between

of cloud and ground clutter
bistatic

accuracy

to scattering

of measurements,

value.

for hydrometer

of both the radar

trans-

10ss.

measurements

period.

108s values

accuracy

measurement

when applied

of the transmission

Simultaneous

than the measured

transmission

measurement

thm the measured

during the fall of +970 series

loss was 2.1 + 0.7 dB lower

that within the 3.7 dB combined

scattering

loss wxs i.2 * 0.4 dB lower

made by

for all the measurements
made during a single

scan

TABLE II
AVON-TO-WESTFORD

I

I

4.515

Frequency
Antenna
Gain

BISTATIC

GHz

Be.amwidth Ante””o
Polarization

55.5+

1

Antenna

1

wavelength)

with Cassegrainian

feed

half -power

poi”ts

Vertical
4-foot

2

SYSTEM

0.7dB

0,2 °betwee”

I

SCATTER

(6.644-cm

60-fOOt paraboloid

I

A“te”na

A“te””a

C-BAND

paraboloid

I
I

with prime focus feed

Standcrd gain horn
Gain

Antenna

32.8

2

+0.3

dBfor4-foof

18.1 *0.1

paraboloid

dB for horn

Be.arnwidth A“tenna2

3.5° for 4-foot
22° for horn

I

f’olarizationAntenna2

Vertical

foreithera”ten”a

I

Transmitter

Power

Variable

I W to I kW

Transmitted

Sig”a I

CWwith

frequency

I
\

Receiver
Bandwidth

560 and 2880

Keceiver

Noise

-2000”K

I

Temperature

Measurable

Loss

I

stability

I

of T part 10 IO per day

I

II

Phase lock

Receiver

Maximum

paraboloid

Hz

Tra”srnission
190 dB

Path Length

143 km

Data Proce~sing

Received

signal AGC

frequency

voltage

and local oscillator

sampled 20 times per second

I
1

TABLE Ill
MILLSTONE

HILL

L-BAND

RADAR
Summer and

Summer 1968
1.295

Frequency

GHZ

Antenna
A“tenno

(23.2-cm

84-foot
47.2

Gain

0.7°

Polarization

Right-hand
3.3

Power

paraboloid

1.295

1970

GHz

with Casse graini.n

feed

46.7+

0.3dB

0. 7“
circular

transmit,

left-ho nd circulor

MW peak

10.0

Pulse Length

wavelength)

+0.3dB

Bemnwidth

Transmitted

Fall

3.3

psec

receive

MW peak

12.4 psec

(

Pulse Repetition
Receiver

Rate

Bandwidth

DcJto Pmcessi”g

Computer

120 per second

120 per second

80.5

80.5

kHz

Analog-to-digital
channels every

Sampling

Rote

Square Iawby
Range

System Noise

Temperature

of the lF sine and cosine

20 per second

Detection
Dynamic

.onversio”
10 psec

kHz

.ornp.ter

I

20 per second

operations

40 dB*

80 dB

280”K

280”K

2.2

2.8

System Line Losses (transmit

I

ci”d receive)
Matched
Loss
Single

Filter

1.4dB

P.lse ZeVolue

‘Increased

to 80 dB by a manually

i

I

Z=

l.ldB

fOr Unity

Ratio

the antenna

TdBrelotiveto

dB

Processing

Signal-to-Noise

between

dB

and receiver.
I mm6/m3.

-30dBZTat

100km

adius ted variable

attenuator

-30

dBZ at 100 km

in the transmission line

TAB LE IV
MEASUREMENT

Accuracy
(dB)

Measurement
L+a”d

Repeatability

Precisio r?

(dB)

(dB)

radar

Measurement
L-bond radar
Measurement
C-bond

bistatic

Measurement
X-bond

ACCURACIES

of Ze -19703

1.4

0.2

0.7

of Ze – 19684

2.4

0.2

0.7

0.4

0.8

1.7

0.4

0.8

1.7

2.7

3.2

1.8

3.7

3.2

1.8

scatter system
of L5

bistatic

Measurement

scatter system
of L5

Ratio of estimated-to-measured
transmission Io5s4
for C-band system, Summer and Fall 1970
Ratio of estimoted-to-meawred
for X-bond

transmission IMS7

system, Summer of 1968

Notes:
1.

Accuracy

and repeatobi I i ty are reported as the maximum possible uncertainty

of 3 standard deviati.m
2.

Precision

is reported as an rms value

3.

From @B, Table IV,

4.

Accuracy

value

used to increase
5.

From (Pr/Pt),
the receiver

6.

7.

for a Gaussian

receiver

of 1 standard deviation

by 1 dB due to on uncertainty

dynamic

for a Gaussian process).

11, Ref.4.

in the calibration

of the attenuator

range.

This value

is used for bOth the X-

and Chand

systems since

systems were identical.

From all data,

horn,

Table V,

Ref.4.

From .11 data,

horn,

Table V,

Ref.4

.ttenwt.r

(equivalent

Ref.4.

is increased

Table

(equivalent

process).

calibration

with the acc.rocy

estimote

increased

by 1 dB due to

.ncertai”ty.

.

(repeatability),
urement

and the additional

or 6-see

average

The scatter

foreground

is depicted

picted but, for all azimuthal

volume

antenna beams

measurements

system

system

volume

are above the local horizon

greater

polar

the transmitter

to the scatterer

angle at Westford.

Figure
mitter.

ob strwtions

angles between

These

at ranges

The measurements

of the largest

rain cells

in excess

were

i 40” and 320 “at

eleva-

lines-of-sight

and a 1.23 effective

and the obstructions

The \Vestford and Millstone

to make elevation

above

range limits

earth

of 60 km from

the area for useful compar-

Hill antennas were

ground clutter

i .5” relative

to the Westford

the area for useful comparison.
measurements

the West ford,

of azimuth

were

Millstone

Hill an-

Hill antennas in azi-

angles

including

scanned at a constant angular

rather

than azimuth

the rain

rate with

During the fall of i970 the measurement

scans at fixed azimuths

made

horn antenna in the

and Millstone

scan) over a range

behind the transtwo rows of trees

The radar

of 1970, rain scatter

and scanning the Westford

angle (azimuth

limit

in Fig. i.

made by pointing the transmitting

both antennas pointed in the same direction.
was modified

T!le

of the tops of the trees

to the transmitter,

obstacles

measurement

of 4968 and the summer

muth at a fixed elevation’
cells.

(See Fig. 8,

in Fig. i for a i .5s elevation

geometry

van in position

angle.

the 60 km minimum

rain was detected

direction

using spherical

as shown by the heavy dot dashed lines

During the summer
whenever

between

the area having clear

out to a range of 60 km and, at eleb.ation angies

antenna,

tenna complex.

angle.

than shown in Fig. 8,]

horizon

is depicted

the L-band

within tbe receiver

position

100- and 360” relative

up to 60- elevation

ison rneas”rements

receiving

fo? a i 0 elevation

at Anon,

is not de-

250” and 280”,

Esing the angular

2 of Ref. 4 shows the transmitter

is excessive

meas-

for refraction.

For azimuth

provide

radar

foreground

antenna prdterns

angIe is smaller

to the receiver

The area was computed

radius to correct

t’eceiver

for all azimuth angles

than and equal to i .5-.

average

The receiver-

i 40” a“d 2400 a“d between

scatter

resol”tim

2.5–see
(precision)

is shown i“ Figs. !1 and 12 of Ref. 4.

in Fig. i 3 of Ref. 4.

shown in Fig. i 3 of Ref. 4 to define tbe local
from

for a single

measurement

polar angle are above the local horizon

Ref. 4, tbe X-band

tion angles

system

angles between

and tbe X- “OF C-band bistatie

resolution

difference

scatter

path used for tbe bistatic

The tz-ansmitte~

radar

possible

bistatic

scheme

scans at fixed eleva-

tion a@es.
Turbulent
paraboloid

scatter

vaticm or azimuth

layer

scatter

scanned in synchronism

bulent layer

measurements

Additional

weather

C-band AN/FPs-77

of Meteorology

for the Millstone

whether

rain occurred

Ah~/TPQ-i
layers

(pointing

measurements

the great

Tbe Millstone

Hill radar

circle

path and ele -

made only elevation

The W“estford and Millstone

at the same elevation

radar

weather

operated
radar

at M. 1. T.
Rill

provided

and azimuth angle)

These

L-band

by an on-site

by the Air

operated

Hill antennas

only for tbe tur-

the Air

C“orcc Cambridge

for determining

\\eather Service

Research

temperature

Ix”eather Service

Research

systems

at Han.scom Field

tbe Yertical

profiles

L4FCRL)

and wind profiles

and
of the

the observation

and to ascertain
Millstone

provided

of clouds

provided

by the

Fiehl,
Project

used to position

scatter

range to the West ford,

Laboratory

8 radar,

at Hanscom

Radar

data were

and the bistatic

within the 60 km ground clutter

In addition,

S-band AN/FFS-t

by the IVeather

additional

radar

i cloud radar data for use in assessing

and the Air

the horn or dish antennas (4-foot

to illuminate

made dm-ing the fall of 1970.

weather

volumes

antenna complex.

made using either
at X-band)

was being observed.

radar data were

by the S-band AN/FPS-66
Department

were

paraboloid

scans with the !I’est ford antema.

scans when turbulent
were

measurements

at C-band or 6-foot

Hill

Iia-band

and turbulent

special

during the measurement

radiosonde
program.

I
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LOCUS OF POSITIONS
WITH I.$” ELEVATION —\
&T WESTFORD AND 0.7° ELEVATION
AT AVON
\

\

\
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, ,S;RAE:E
/
\
ARCA ‘WTH CLEAR
LINES-OF-SIGHT
—
wESTFORD
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t
\

.

.,.,.

”.
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DUE To GROUND
,,
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‘\

~

\
o
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SCALE
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/

“-’’-L.
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Fig. 1.

Area for clear lines-of-sight,

WestFord antenna at 1.5”

8

elevation

angle.

During

the three

flights

per day for use in post test analysis.

III.

measurement

REVIEW
OF THE
ANIJ TURBULENT

Bistatic

scatter

Rayleigh

the scatterers

be described

equation

radar

by single

to describe

between

to Equation

(i)

OF

by rain.

of Ref. 4 after

for the X- and C-band frequencies
5,6
theory.
Using single scattering

from hydrmmeteors,
scatter

Reference
Equation

correction

and assuming

system

5 provides

for transmission

as indicated

in the errata

The starting

equations

duced here for ease of reference:

where

Pr = received

1

I

power

Pt = transmitted
Gi

. receiver

loss

power

antenna gain

G2 = transmitter
11,12 . receiver

antenna gain
and transmitter

losses

(factor

< 1)

i . wa”eleng’fb
gi, gz = normalized
radi~t~On wttern
antennas (dire ctlvlty)
P = scattering

cro. s section

permit

~, ~ = pOsit iOn vect Or. Of magnit,,dc
$ = position

of receiver

Of the receiver

relatiw

and transmitter

volume
x and P, respectively

to transmitter

(or vice

versa)

k = 2n/A
s . scattering amplitucfc tensor for a hydromctcor
.
constant, E and shape ~parameter a

of dielectric

that

maybe-computed

a detailed

deriva-

(22) of Ref. 5 provides

expression

over the drop size distribution.

L = transmission

radiosonde

RAIN

loss for a bistatic

of a“ approximate

i and 2 special

may,

scattering

is known.

equation for scattering

of the integration

layers

scattering

the transmission
of hydrometers

place for the derivation

is identical

the exception

theory

are spherical,

when the spatial distribution

usual starting

provided

rain a“d thin turbulent

scattering

tion of the bistatic

AFCRL

APPROXIMATE
DESCRIPTIONS
LAYER
SCATTER

from

used in this experiment,
theory,

periods,

loss.

the
This

sheet with
are repro-

? = average number density (number per unit volume
a
of hydrometer
scatterers
of parameter

per unit a)

AA

uf.u~

= unit vect~rs describing the polarization
prwpet%ies of the tr=nsmlt
and receive antennas (“”it vectors in the direction of the electric
field vector)

c . specific
The equations
originally

given

published

attenuaticm (dB/km).

in Ref.’!

am correct

or the expression

when the expression$i

1~1 . ~.

~212 in the report

sheet is changed to 13(z) as given in Eq. (2) above.
Or nO attenuation.
by dielectric

EquatiOn (7) of Ref.4

spheres

and is repeated

gives

The equations

the expression

. &

. $2 in the repm.t as

as corrected
presented

by the errata

in Ref.4

for p(~) for Rayleigh

are”fcm a = 0
scattering

here after correction.

where
:t,22

= unit vectors in the plane of scattering
receiver,
and Z)

(plane including

transmitter,

AA

bi, bz . unit vectors
q = scattering

perpendicular

to the plane of scattering

angle

c = dielectric
]K12= I(c‘~)/(E + 2)12>

a . dielectric
Using these equations,
and noting that the scattering
the receiver

sphere

assuming
volume

constant

for hydrometer

radius.

that attenuation

may be neglected

is defined by the receiver

as was done in Ref. 4,

antenna and the rain cell along

antenna beam,

where
AR =

when Z is expressed

~

Gi ~Oom g,(.,d,

in mmb/m3;

P(x)

is given by (Eq. iO,

is tbe resolution solid angle (see
m
the effective
volume along the beam that is occu-

D, p in km; A in cm;

Fig. 8, Ret’. 4); and D is a distance
pied by the scatterers.

.,0-,7

that defines

(See Eq. (3) of Ref. 4.)
Ref. 4 after

~

For thin turbulent

layer

scatter.

tbe eqU.tlOn for

correction):

(5)

10

.,

and the approximate

expression

for transmission

loss as given by ( Eq. 11, Ref. 4):

(6)

where
C:

= the structure constant,2 a meteorological
parameter
that describes
the intensity of random fluctuations of the index of refraction
of the
clear atmosphere in the inertial subrange

and

. when C;
FcJr ease of reference
the equations

Equation

and to make the form

(4) provides

theory.

different

the radar

The differences

Eq. (4) can be either
or an inadequacy

loss,

predictions,

may be obtained from

provided

of either

of Ref. 4 provide

the equivalent

fmction,

the equipment

measured

Ze,
radar

meteorological
prior

knowledge

tbe scatterers

cross

between

parameters,

or the equivalent
section

parameters,

in terms

must be available
must he spherical

state nor the temperature

formalism

to the equa-

basis

constant,

of a cross

range reso-

C~e,

about the physical

pro”ide

scatter,

Prr+2.

cross

Eqs. (i 3) and (i 4)
structure

The equivalent

is knOwm the equivalent

the

and the estimated

section

state of the scatterers.

rain drops of a known temperature.

of the hydron?eteOrs

the limitation

a means of expressing

per unit volume

the measured

turbulence

of this equation is given

or the equivalent

measurements,

section

To express

reflectivity

for the

used by the CCIR.i

rain or atmospheric

form

systems
currently

for a particular

rain or turbulent

and the reported
structure

Z or C:.

of either

Tbe general

pulse.

by Eq. (6) of Ref. 4 and, for measurements

reflectivity,

I

section

scatter

using

a description

a better

than the One currentW

and

scattering

computed

antennas i and 2 be tbe same and introducing

by the radar

the relationships

or the bistatic

of the parallel

of Z(~)

in Eq. (4) are

and single

loss and the value.

obtained with a radar

cross

factors

Rayleigh

and the hope it may provide

power

Eq. (1) by letting

volume

from

the radar

because

the pos-

in using these

of the distribution

Eq. (6) does mt represent

due tO turbulence
scattering

involved

The remaining

assumed

in either

of data,

the received

lution cell to the per unit volume

to the scattering

errors
Although

for determining

The goal of the Avon-to-

estimates
L.

of

used by the International

of the error

transmission

it was also tested

scatter

relating

or were

the measured

the availability

systems.

determination

with the form

m, may be introduced,

of procedures

communication

measurements

factor,

of rain scatter

radar

between

Of trOpOspheric

Tbe equation

mismatch

provided

due to calibration

tion for rain scatter,

1

of Eqs. (3) through (6) identical

of the transmission

of the assumptions.

used in interference

prediction

program

measurements

either

~ in cm and D, P in ‘m

,

description

was an experimental

The measurement

bistatic

known from

-2/3

(CCIR )1 in the preparation

between

Experiment

equations.
direct

the approximate

Committee

of interference

Westford

in m

used in Refs. 1 and 5, tbe polarization

Radio Consultative
sibility

is expressed

in these terms,
l:or bydr0mete0r5,

Since generally
Z ValUG. Z,,

neither

the

is fOrmallY

computed
unknown.

using the equations
In a similar

for spheres

fashion,

and used as a measure

of water

the equivalent

of the scattering

at a convenient

structure

cross

section

constant,

temperature
C~e,

(O“C) with Z the

may be formally

defined

per unit volume.

The equaticm for Ze is given b:- (Eq. i 3, Ref. 4)

Ze

=

(

)

1’,0”

r51x12CRPtd

(8)

(mm6/m3)

‘r’;

. 7.43 x iOsPrr~

(i9i0)

= 5.40 x i08Prr12

(196s)

where
d = ~

P= is in watts,

and ri2 is in km.

processes

frequency

where

.

the values

(9)
listed

due to the differences

in Table

in frequency

1~ and Eq. (9) holds
dependence

Of the scat-

as given in Eqs. (3) and (4).

The equation for transmission
the measured

of light,

2.
for Cne IS given b]

(m”2/3)

in Eqs. (8) and (9) are found from

only at the i .295 GHz radar
tering

and c = velocity

The expression

= i.612 x 10-13Z,

C;e

The constants

with T = pulse.length

value is.

from

AR is given by Eq. (4),

of the Contriblltions

reported

Mi is the polarization
by the radar

used instead of the cell defined

~Zd.
-,
i,
i
a“d Eq. (i O) is identical

loss used to compute the expected

value for comparison

with

Eq. (i 5), Ref. 4,

length

=Z(~i)D

to Eq. (4).

mismatch

for each range cell

D given in Eq. (4).

given by Eq. (7),
(i) Of length

From

and a summation

d alOng the beam is

the definition

of D, Eq. (3), Ref. 4,

Using the values

in Tables

1 to 111, tbe transmission

loss for rain is

‘2(!?Milc

+=[2
where

C =5.152x3,-16

,

4-foot

+,-”

,

horn antenna,

. 8.43 X,,-”

,

6-foot

=6.25

,

born antenna,

.,.746X

The transmission

x10-’7

loss for turbulent

layer

antenna,

C-band (i970)
C-band

antenna,

scatter

(i 97o)

X-band
X-band

(i968)
(1968).

was similarly

computed

using

‘=[:&(,.,,”i)

(iz)

(sin>)-{’’].,

where
F = 0.0i28
. 1.009

(sin qi/2)”ii;3
polarization

factor

ceiving

factor

ized.

of transmitter

combinations

and receiver

vertically

polarized.

mismatch

factor

by calculating

with ? directed

geometry

given in Sec. 5, Ref. 4.
antenna is expressed

was computed

tbe Cartesian

over

differ

and (42) show
only by tbe

scatter

to this coordinate

the earth.

The polarization

with the

system

and C-band

were

and the re-

conducted

left-hand

system

for each of the required

for tbe circularly

polarized

in

at the scat-

vectors

coordinate

to keep track

polar-

indicated

had its origin

similar

polar-

and the C-band

The polarization
from

with the

circularly

of each of tbe wctors

angle rotations7

The equations
vector

antema

cOOrdinate

and ~ vertical.

of Euler

used for the X-band
both the transmitting

for both the X-band

components

The Cartesian

at e2ch antenna using a series
for propagation

Eqs. (’Ii)

layers

measurements

and the receiving

due south, $ due east,

of the antennas .rere transformed
centered

polarizations

measurements

Tbe X-band

polarized

Eq. (7) and fOrn~ing the dOt prOducts.
terer,

Eq. (9)],

This is true only for Rayleigh

F.

For the C-band

2ntenna horizontally

The polarization

to Zei [see

loss for rain and for turbulent

given by Eq. (7),

v:ere different.

antennas were

ization

(1968)

and a constant factor,

The combinations

transmitting

X-band

of transmission

mismatch

rneasuremenrs

(i970)

.612 x 10 ’13) is identical

Since the quantit>- (C&i/l
that the predictions

C-band

for each

systems

of the spherical
vectors

X-band

are

receiving

as

.

u,=+(;r+i;)

where

.

G, and 1,, are the unit polarization

ti”cly, for the I’<estiord
factors

I-

antenna and i . ~.

for $-ertical-ro-vertical

vectors

for vertical

and horizontal

Using these equations,

and for horizontal-to-circular

polarization,

the polarization

polarization

respe.

mismatch

are given in Fig. 2

-
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Fig. 2.

Polarization

for azimuth

angles

320”,

the elevation

tropic

scatter

mismatch factor

of the scattering
angle fixed

idealization.

the isotropic

idealization

(less

signal

received)

horizontal
present
IV.

locations

at i .5”,

case,

than for isotropic
polarization

for a scattering

scatter

site varying

The figure

polarization

i 40” to

is within O,25 dB of

used in the experiment.

higher

transmission

and linear-to-circular

For

loss is obtained

polarization

less transmission

angle of 90° due to the small “ertical

from

also shows the iso-

mismatch

configurations

a considerably

case prcwides

(-3 dB).

The

loss than horizontal-to-

component

of the incident field

MEASUREMENTS
Fall

1970

During the fall i 970 measurement
the Millstone

Hill radar

normal

working

was clear

on three

of the days,

hydrometer
layer.

Scattering

type responsible

The scatterers

changes

relatively

observed

slowly

26 October

from

were

i 970 a“d 13 November

i970.

overcast

were

generally

in the horizontal

tbe elevation

horizontally

The scattering
direction

cross

six days,

the melting

layer

cloud particles,

stratified
section

and relatively

Tbe weather
and was over-

26 October,
varied

2, 5,

in height from

and hydrometers.

The

was snOw above the melting

in thick cirrus

scan mode of observation

Both

made during

on 12 November,

observations

was ice crystal

scans.

scanned so both antennas were

Measurements

tm-hulence,

for most of the scatter

rain.

using elevation

and fog on the remaining

type observed

or widespread

For this reason,

antenna were

On days with rain or drizzle,
was ohser”ed

The cloud particle

cloud layers,

drizzle,

acquired

at the same time.

27, 28, and 29 October,

light rain,

10, ‘1<, and 13 November.

data were

60-foot

and azimuth

how-s on 10 days between

cast with intermittent
1.3 to 2.7 km.

period

and the Westford

pointed at the same elevation

tion.

and ri equal to 400 km.

pelariz.ti.n.

at the scatterer.

A.

ers.

to the Westford

for the range of geometrical
polarization

cipc”lar

and horizontal-to-circular

relative

The vertical-to-vertical

the horizontal-to-circular

horizontal-to-

for vertical-to-vertical

(cirrostratus)

being either

per unit volume
rapidly

was used.

cloud lay-

turbulent

layers,

for these layers

in the vertical

direc-

.

+

p——

—+4——

—-+*T

A

SURFACE DISTANCE

Fig, 3.

RHI disploy Millstone

The weather
period,

overcast

observations
Wter

on 2 November

radar,

229.5”

197o was typical

changing to drizzle

for the time period

generated

Hill

c

{km]

azimuth,

range height indicator

GMT

area

cross

section

(0. 3 km X 0.9 km).

light rain.

(0946-0950

(RHI1 display

per unit volume

1446-1450

GMT,

of much of the entire

an azimuth of 229,5” which is within O.i 0 of the great
The scattering

—+

then to i“terrnittent

1446-1450

UPPER LAYER

circle

is indicated

1970,

fall 197o mmsuremcnt

Millstone

local time)

on Fig. 3.

2 November

lIill

I.-band

are presented

The observations

path between

were

radar

in a com made at

Anon a“d lVest ford.

hy tbe shade of each elemental

display

One dot in a display area indicates that the equivalent Z value was be-i6 ~,-2/3
-i6m-2/3<C2
~e<5. i X1O
) and each additional dot

tween –30 and –25 dBZ’;C (1.6 x 10
represents
played,
indicating

a 5 dl; higher
The upper layer

a Ze value greater

face distance,

The horizontal

in Fig, 3 were horizontally
in Fig. 4.

value.

The horizontal

‘: df3 relative

For a Ze value greater

than 1 mm6/m3,

is blank at a height of 9 km for surface
than O dll Z.
stratification

averaged
intervals

over

Tbe data depicted

distances

the dots were not disbetween

in Fig. 3 show little

of the data is also shown in Fig. 4.
a 22.5-km mrface

used are indicated

distance

interval

60 and 80 km

change with surThe data displayed

and plotted w+ height

by A, B, and C on Fig. 3.

to Ze . i mm6/m3.

i5

-——.-.,.,,.

-.b=z:--

z,
~.

10-.

,.-,

(mm”/m’)

,..,

,..1

Tmmzi

—A

?5 _.—.

fig. 4. C:,
2 November

,

1on

-B
— .— c

profile, Millsto..
Hill radar, 229.5°
azimuth,
1446-1450
1970; Avon: 3° elevation,
49° azimuth, 4-foot antenna,

GMT,
verti-

cal polarization.

,+.
~

I\

ELEVATION

(d..

]

Fig. 5. Calculated
and measured tronsmi~sicm loss, Avon-to-Westford
scatter pth,
229.5” azimuth (Westford),
1446-,456
and 1510-1517
GMT, 2 November
1970;
Avon: 3“ elevation,

49° azimuth,

4-foot

.ntenna,

vertical

polarization.

Two

strong layers

are evident

data aIso show two layers
layers

in the data and are labeled

above 10 km which are indicated

above 10 km are caused by turbulence

The layer

labeled

The lower

layer

as upper corresponds
coincided

with a visually

cloud base shown on the figure
Field

approximately

fied as turbulent
labeled

“ppe?

three

because

and lower

hours later

(i 800 GMT).

clouds often have reflectivities

of greater

as caused by cirrostratus

craft,

Millstone

Hill L-band

radar

clouds.

The lower- cloud layer

of water

particles.

large

droplets

of turbulent

observations

Transmission

layer

below

to a measurement
the radar

made with the radar

a 6-second
system.

average

by tbe dashed and solid lines, respectively

for each elevation

circle

along the great
mission

path.
circle

Figure

6 shows the positions

The heights

Clouds producing

gi”en

layer.

in Fig. 4,

data.
scatter

system

half hour period
power

transmission

and corresponds

loss values

SCWJ. The scans were

of the antenna beams during

computed

are shown
made along

an elevation

angles used for obtaining
to the minimum

simulta-

are shown by

or Eq. (’12) for turbulence

corresponding

U-2 air-

at the peak of the lower
the profiles

of the received

path for the Avon antenna and pointing

loss data given in Fig. 5.

of the upper

and is composed

– 30 to –2o dBZ,

The expected

for rain or clouds

the layers

la ye?s. within cirrostratus

of the troposphere

the following

identilayers

Cirrostratus

The identification

without additional

Eq. (ii)

the great

either

or by both.

althcmgh simultaneous

also prod”..

and

are readily

data alone becaus~

from the Avon-to -West ford bistatic

Each dot represents

data “sing

region

cloud.

made at Hanscom

layers

within the clouds,

of -5 dEZ as observed

with the data shown in Figs, 3 and 4 and over

the dots on Fig. 5.

cirrostratus

The cause of the lower

the radar

clouds is typically

5 km codd

The
Both

The O” C isotherm

often showed turbulent

may not he determined

loss data obtained

from

is reasonable

is in a much warmer

layers

region.

than 1 mm6 /m3 (Ref, 8),

therefore,

The Ze value for water

the cause of the lower

from

by turbulence

may, however, ha”e Ze values

Since a number

nwmsly

cloud,

cloud.

The high turbulent

to ascertain

clouds,

aircraft)

a radio sonde observation

they are situated in a cloud free
is more difficult

(from

low stratus

from

layers.

arrows.

one is at the height of the tropopause.

observed

observed

were obtained

may be caused by the observed

layer

and the lower

to visually

the upper and lower

by short horizontal

scan

the trans-

Ze or C~e “al”es

3.

TEEE@L
,, –

—

60.km

START DISTANCE
FOR CO MWTAT,ONS

m–
.,0
,4, H

:
=
>

), –

;

I

#

SURFPCE

OISTANCE
GREAT

Fig. 6.

FROM
CIRCLE

An fenno beam positions in the great circle

WESTFORD

(km]

PATH

plane,

Ave.-to-West

ford wetter

path.

)

- ..——

between

the two layers

tion angles between
loss values
minima

are between

2,5” and 5“ depending

show that the maximum

occur

at elevation

The transmission

between

angles between

transmission
lence)

transmission

loss

correction,
Westford

angles

antenna provides

the hypothesis

that the lower

loss that is approximately

particles

layer

measurements

and tbe calculated

“sing

Eq. (42) (turbu-

is 0.7 * i ,8 dB (– o.* + 1.8 dB after

2,5”,

coupling

to the required

via the sidelobes
signal,

(see helmv)

[Eq. (11) 1 result
receiwd

layer

angles below 2.5”,

Sidelobe

Calculations

in an estimated

signal)

of the
coupling
based upon

transmission

The transmission

is caused by turbulence

loss

even though cloud

are also present.

horizontal

distance

bistatically

depicted

and scattering

scattered

signal.

The horizontal

Fig. 4 suggests

in Fig. 6 show that the hea.m intersections

volumes

at ranges

The cslc”lations

or (12) start at the 60-km range,
clutter.

that the lower

elevation

of the ratio of the measured-to-computed

shift measurements

is a cloud layer

was caused by turbu-

loss measurement

power)

27 dB too high (27 dB lower
indicate

The amerma beam positions

.,

recei”ed

angles above

tbe dominant contribution

using Doppler

transmission

to the Ze or C~e

layer

Westford

transmission

sirrmltanecms radar

At elevation

detected

therefore

vaIues for

average

(computed -to-meamred

was generally

The expected

corresponding

that the lower

below 2,5” shows the average

see Section V).

measurements

assuming

with the measured

loss value obtained from

for elevation

distance.

loss values

eleva-

4“ and 5-.

computed

each 6-second

Fig, 6 ccn-re spend to We stford

upon tbe surface

transmission

loss values

lence are in good agreement
A comparison

5 and 6 km and from

radar

homogeneity

that the layers

shorter

of expected

data for shorter

indicated

than 60 km should contribute

transmission

ranges

by the nearly

also extend to the shorter

span a large

lDSS “sing

being contaminated

identical

ranges

profiles

not included

to the

either

Eq. (11)

by ground

A, B, and C in
in the computations

1

I

used to generate

the expected

are not for the entire
than those reported
elevation

transmission

scattering

in Fig. 5,

volume,
The local

angle of approximately

path in Fig, i3,

Ref. 4, causes

was bare of leaves

shown in Fig. 5.

the actual expected
horizon

higher

horizon

i970 measurement

antenna at Avon is depicted

Since the computations

transmission

in the direction

values

of the great

0.7” and is caused by coniferous
a new,

during the fall

beam for the +-foot

loss values

trees.

path is at an

Tbe tree

of +2. 3“ but, since the tree
period,

should be higher

circle

shown on tbe

is deciduous

should not cause shielding.

and

The

on Fig. 6 by a dot dashed line for the centerline

‘. :

of the pattern,

the dashed lines for the upper and lower

the 0,7” limiting
For

horizon

half power

the 30 .4von elevation

angle and for a Westford

ele”ation

ume is completely

within the area used in the computations.

2‘,

volume

the scattering

points,

and the solid line for

ray.

contained

angle of 1 “, the scattering

For a \Vestford elevation

within the half power beamwidth

vol-

angle of

of tbe .4\.on antenna pattern

For the estimation of scattering by turbulence,
a
is within the area used in the computations.
[sin (qi/2) 1‘1 ~/3 factor .a”~e~ scattering from the 10WI. heights to be weighted more than scattering

from

higher

regions.

The scattering

volume

at distan. c shorter

than 60 km contributes

apprO~imately
the same amO~,nt tO the summatiOn in Eq. (f2) as dOes the vOl~,me On tbe centerline
of the transmitting
beam when both the scattering angle a“d transmitting
antenna directivity
are
taken into account.

In the case being considered,

with height for heights
more important,

Assuming

80 km, the 2 = !lest ford
be 2.5 dB higher.

the lower

above 3 km causing the region
that the profile

elevation

A similar

A in Fig. 4 represents

angle estimated

analysis

layer

at distances

transmission

for the 2.5” We.stford

4

18

C ~e value decreases
shorter

rapidly

than 60 km to be even

the C,~e L-al”es between

loss for turbulent

elevation

scatter

angle i“dicatcs

40 and
should

that the

estimated

value should be 4 dB bigher

these corrections,
match (after
volumes

the expected

correction)

at ranges

and for i. 5“ Westford

transmission

to the measured

less

10SS values

elevation

for turbulent

data plotted in Fig, 5.

than 60, km and the case considered

above since the [sin (fPi/2)

] “+/3

factor

angle,

O.9 dB higher.

scatter

are an even better

The corrections

above are smaller

With

to Eq, (i 1) for
than those listed

is not included,

z, lml”/m31

:-

5

m-u,,,.,
“lo.,,

Fig. 7. C;,
2 November

,..,,

indicates

between

layer

for ezch of the elevation

d2ta show that little

the halt’ hour observation
hour later,

Ibi 9-*629

Ia.>-er and an intensified

greater

than O dBZ.

a rage

of i 20 km.

isotherm)
files

intensity
earlier

RHI and profile

lower

as discussed

the transmission

loss

A peak Ze value of 25 dBZ was detected

to the transition

from

in Fig. 9 for tbe same elevation

shown in Figs. 4 and 7.

layers

during

shows an upper cirroZe values

2 and 3 km at

(just below the height of tbe O“C

snow above to very

of the lower

The data used in generating

displa>-ed on Fig. 8, the blank area corresponding

occurred

of 230” and one

at a height between

layer

de-

(A) are shown.

4 km is blank indicating

light rain below.

scan sbOw that the cirrostratus
and intensity

above)

estimates

interval

azimuth

The RHI display

B below

based upon either

and not the cloud particles.

of the scattering

8 and 9.

Interval

layer.

b:- only a few dB and the thickness
xalues

correction

turbulence

data for a Westford

The peak Ze value was in the melting

and corresponds

depicted

calculations

Data only for the 81 to 104 kmhorizontal

are shown in Figs.

stratus

loss

(after
from

scans used in preparing

change in the intensity

period.

GMT,

assumptions

,0-’

1446-1546
and 1510-1514
GMT,
antenna, vertical polarization.

transmission

is caused by scattering

picted in Fig. 5 are given in Fig. 7.
The profile

tbe expected

or the cloud or rain scatter

that the lower

Profiles

,;.!s

profiles, Millstone
Hill radar, 229.5” azimuth,
1970; Avon: 3“ elevation,
49° azimuth, 4-foot

Tbe 27 dB difference
the turbulence

,;.14

10-”

layer

laYer

The pro-

changed in

increased

the profile

from

the

are only the data

tO snow and rain was excluded

frOm tbe hori-

zontal averaging.
The estimated

and measured

based upon hotb the turbulence
For ele,-ation

angles

being appropriate

greater

transmission

loss data are shown in Fig. iO.

and tbe cloud or hydrometer

particle

than 4“ only the cloud model is picturecl,

for the upper layer.

For elevation

‘t9

scatter

Computations
models

are shown.

the turbulence

model not

angles below 2.5”,

tbe turbulence

model

,..
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Fig. 10. Calculated
ond measured transmission loss, Avon-to-Westford
scatter path,
230” azimuth (Westford),
1619-1626
GMT, 2 November 1970; Avon: 6“ elevation,
49” azimuth,

4-foof

ante...,

vertical

P1.,iroti.n.

appears

to

provide

underestimate

the measured

was elevated

at 6”.

signal from

data by 22 dB.

For Westford

scattering

volumes

in the direction

For the scans depicted

elewition

angles below

at distances

i. O dB) even for the tmbulence
lower

The cloud or hydrometer

a good fit to the measurements.

scattering

The primary

contribution

of the antenna pattern,

snow and at a 1” elevation

from

Westford

ang~e from

Westford

the Avon antenna directivit

of the neglected

from

in Fig. +0, the Avon antenna

3”, the contribution

less than 60 km from

model because

volumes

to the received
is small

(less

than

y is more than 20 dB

than in the direction

to the scattering

melting

model computations

observed

of the centerline
below

2.5” is either

snow in the bright band observed

at 420 km

for the cloud or hydrometer
model or from turbulence at 70 to 80 km from West+0
model.
Dennis
m earlier observations
of forward scatter from the bright

ford for the turbulent
band mea sured si@al

levels

.A 22-dB enhancement

due to an increase

6 to i 5 dB higher

for snow and melting

snow would bring the cloud and hydrometer

ment with the measurements
large

correction
.!ltho”gh

cloudiness

layer

lier

data.

however,

with the earlier

levels

Additional
is provided

suggest

between

scattering

section

scatter

theory.

per unit volume

C0mPUtati0n5 intO agree-

2.5” but seems

circle

that scattering

by the Doppler

to be a rather

C~e values

Doppler

of increased

the snow may contribute

origin

of the observed

Similar

+0 and –1 Hz for scattering

path and 230” a.im”th

reported

and the observations

from

shift measurements.

angles below 2.0”.

shifts to be between

the great

the increased

C~e values

support for the turbulent

shift to be –2 to –4 Hz at elevation

showed the Doppler

ference

cross

angles below

model fits the measurements,

are not consistent

and rain at the lower

Iion angle data,

elevation

using Ra yleigh

scatter

to assume.

part to the measured

Doppler

at Westford

the turbulence

for the lower

than predicted

in the forward

Figure

ii

in

low eleva shows the

data taken one hour earby turbulence.

data is in the order

of -i

The difto -3 B..

1

I

I-A’R’RAFT
I
I
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Fig. 11.
iWestf.rd),
4- foot-h.&

Doppler shift measurements,
1622-1626
antenna.

GMT,

ANGLE

(de9)

Avon-to-Westford

2 November

1970;

scatter

path,

Avon: 6“ elevation,

230”

ozim”th

49” azimuth,
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The computed
later

Doppler

is between

\Vestford.
Doppler

shift due to horizontal

O and -i

Hz for scattering

Snow, however,

typically

shift to be between

data do not agree

winds measured
either

by a radiosonde

at 80 km (turbulence)

has a fall velocity

hypothesis,

or 120 km (snow) from

of 4 to 2 m/see which would cause the

+2 and +5 Hz for the i 20 km scattering

with the snow scattering

flight two hours

location.

turbulence

Since tbe Doppler

was responsible

for the meas-

ured signals.
The Doppler
signal from
tracks

data also show a perturbation

the moving

the aircraft

eliminate

the measured

and 8“ from
smaller

aircraft

Doppler

further

measured

rare

occasions,

and computed

transmission

loss values

for elevation

antenna from

be identified

due to scatter

all signals

Data for scattering

the cirrostratus

for an azimuth

had increased

Beyond

i %5 km,

In the melting

layer,

distance

IVestford

from
layer,

greater

than – 30 dBZ.

data were

angles below

layer

for distances
layer

measurements

displayed

with azimuth

for elevation

mated transmission

from

Tbe computations
on Fig. 1.

scan,

and the small

4°,

Fig. f indicates

that for a \Vestford

azimuths

because

from

Above

it was bare of leaves.

o“er

a rather

shove
large

uPOn bei%ht.

The snow was at sufficient

as detected

do not change

homogeneity
uniform

angle,

illumination

tbe measured

in transmission

a 0.7” horizon

angle of 1.5”,
tree

of the cirro-

in pi [see Eq. (11)].

angle is caused by shielding

indicated

The decid”o”s

by cloud particles.

change in transmission

The increase

elevation

of
The

loss

and esti-

loss with deby the local

angle depicted

by

in Fig. i 3, Ref. 4 for Avon azimuth

2.4” to 2.60 elevation

and, at these

the layer

elevatiOn

For a \Vestford elevation

angles.

should not be illuminated

in the near horizon

at %00 km at a \Vestford azimuth of 200- but mt visible

23

The

at a height within the cirro-

variation

this elevation

made “sing

elevation

less than 2100.

in Fig. 13.
data reported

the calculations

show a progressive

The distant horizon

70- and 90” varies

shielding

observed.
except

12

antenna.

b?- ? to 8 dB.

were

F’ig”re

type depending

less than 400 km, the nearly

gain horn,

in Fig. 13, however,

angles between

for Westford

homogeneous

given in Fig, 13 are for scattering

angles below

more

beyond 130 km and above 15 km with Ze values

azimuth value for a fixed value of elevation
at Avon.

the dashed curve

be visible

region

scans given

the hydrometer

3“ on the 200° azimuth

10SS values differ

sig-

coupling

all signals

caused by rain and snow near the surface

I!”estforcl

on

coupled

sidelobe

done by deleting

with the earlier

bistatically-

Hill L-band

by the standard

by ei-

shift with antenna

from

The lack of change with azimuth is due to the horizontal

the scattering

creasing

in comparison

35 and 40 dBZ were

loss computations

Except for elevation
with azimuth.

horizon

between

of the Millstone

The transmission

The sidelobe
Doppler

as arising

6-

coupling

path signal or,

clcmd are shown i“ Figs. 12 and 13.

that it was not observed

These

precipitation.

was horizontally

The RHI shows an extensive

through the sidelobes

stratus

The layer

angles between

5 and 10 show generally

than those estimated

circle

loop

was used to

in a set of scans.

rain and snow are indicated,

Ze values

stratus

great

angle in the set of azimuth

in intensity

and had a peak value of t 5 dBZ.
area.

high level

This was generally

signal observed

layer

signal)

When the

the phase-lock

This is caused by sidelobe

that are identified

antenna) were deleted.

shows tbe RIII display

received

from

for elevation

both on Figs.

above 4.0-.

the generally

than 17 dB below the largest

cirrostratus

loss values

(larger

an aircraft.

of the aircraft

by the lack of change of the reported

In the data analysis,

from

signature

data displayed

angles

either

high signal levels

(into the Westford

transmission

from

with tbe other signals,

The Doppler

The measured

nals may generally
position.

in comparison

shift as shown.

analysis.

ther mode of computation
into the Westford

is large

caused by scattering

angle of 2‘,

did not cause
the layer

should

at that range at an azimuth of

.

SURFACE

Fig. 12.

RHI display,

Millstone

Hill

radar,

AZIMUTH

MEASURED

200

x

,, S,ANCE

(,,”)

195° azimuth,

1954-1957

GMT,

2 November

,,,
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~
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.
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❑
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ELEV.TION

Fig. 13.

Calculated

and measured

ANGLE

tmnmission

(d-g)

loss, Avon-to-Westford

200-180 °azirn.th
(West ford), 1951-2008
GMT, 2 November
tionr 70” azimuth, horn antenna, vertical polarization.

1970;

Avon:

scatter path,
10 °eleva-

1970.

i 90-.

The measurements

for a Westfm’d

at 200° azimuth differ

elevation

from

the estimated

angle of i .5 a and 2‘, m spectiwely.

tion angle of 20 is within a dB or two of the difference
and 5“ where no shielding
190” azimuth
direction
fective

Scattering

from the displays
occurs

in the melting

shielding

elevation

loss is 4 dB greater

transmission

at Avon.

[Yestford,

and to the receiver.

than calculated).

a“d computed

horizon)

80 and 400 km from

ured transmission
lower

angle (local

by snow.

only Ze values

loss

values

at 2s, for

by the horizon

presented

to be ef-

Above

For the snow scatterers
than the calculated

with cleay

coupling

angle,

Higher

angle and dis-

lines-of-sight

lines-of-sight

(the recei”ed

angle the difference

is due to sidelobe

elewation

shown in Fig. 15 are for a 0.7”

have clear

wdues

Each

Ze value on the display,

a 2.00 West fot-d elevation

the snow scatterers

in Fig. i 4 is

above O dBZ are displayed.

The highest

The computations

.4bo”e 4“ \\-estford elevation

of 4°

angle at 4900 azimuth

la>-er at 85 km range and t ,5-i ,7° Westford

angle data are for scattering

to the transmitter

The difference

The RH1 display

5 dB above the 0 dBZ thr-eshold.

elevation

tances between

show shielding

at an eleva-

angles

at 2000 azimuth.

in Figs. i 4 and 15.
abavebecause

obtained
elevation

for a t .5° elevation

The data therefore

presented

represents

between

of the tnanssmit beam occurs.

angle and much less effective

d“e to snow is depicted

dot on this display
45 dBZ.

than 20 dB.

The difference

observed

is the same as the difference

and is greater
at 190° azimuth

different

or obstruction

ditwction,

values by i 3 dB and 9 dB

the meas-

signal was 4 dB

betw-eenthe

(Westford

botb

measured

antenna sidelobes).

-@EL

SURFACE

Fig. 14.

RHI display,

Millstone

Hill

mdor,

DISTANCE

216° azimuth,

(km)

}750- 1753 GMT,

13 November

1970.
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Fig. 15. Calculated
and measured transmission loss, Avon-to-WestFord
scatter poth,
216° azimuth (Westford),
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13 November 1970;
Avon: 10” elevation,

49o azimuth,

horn antenna,

vertical

polarization.
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ELEVATION
(dsg)
Fig. 16. Doppler shift measurements, Avon- fo-Westford
(Westford) 1750-1756
GMT, 13 November 1970.

scatter path,

216” azimuth

Evidence
4“ Westford

for the sidelobe
ele”ation

angle,

tion angle and 100 km from

West ford,

shift is between

an expected

data in Fig, i6,

+6o and

Doppler

+70 Hz.

Between

For

snow

2“ and

at 20 eleva-

shift of +70.4 Hz was computed

using

Eq. (5) Of Ref. 5. radiosonde

data obtained during a flight launched at 1755 GMT while the measuand an assumed

were being taken,
shift tilues

for a 20 elevation

data show that scattering
Above

4.,

+50 Hz.
latory

the Doppler

and tbe great

path signal.

melting
ering

of sidelobe

path propagation

in the calculated

data indicate

along the Westford

and 2.4”.

from

65” to 76°.

During the fall

Over this azimuth

wem

period

bare

angles

obtained

still provided

a distinct

angle of 20, the lines-of-sight

less

T$e oscil signals

than i .5° in-

is not e“ident

from

ranging
range,

from

in the
of the

Anon to the scatt-

angle and ranges

2.3° to 2.5° and Avon azimuth

Fig. 13, Ref. 4 showz a deciduous

(also trees)

at ele”ation

conifers.

from tbe Avon antema

Figm%e 15 indicates

tree

angles between

was bare of leaves.

and some were

2.2°

Some of the

The many distant tr-ees

as show” in Fig. 13, Ref. 4 and discussed

occurs.

path,

f?orn the vicinity

The line-of-sight

the near tree

of leaves

ford elevation

and site shielding

circle

2- and 4.,

O Hz and

tbe snow scatter

antenna beam for a 2- Westf m-d elevation

measurement

horizon

between

loss values

were

angles below 1.5°.

angle.? above 4° and the distant horizon

on the distant horizon

obstructed

transmission

angles

The Doppler

and not snow scatter.

that no signals

80 and i 00 km have Avon elevation

The meamred

value,

angles between

along the great

elevation

volumes

ranging

coupling

The O Hz data for Westford
circle

observed

The Doppler

elevation

between

for Westfcmd elevation

with horizon

for Westford

oscillating

layer

between
angles

layer

data.

for the snow.

i Hz of the estimated

O Hz and shove 60 oscillate

the phase lock loop is hunting,

circle

The melting

trees

by snow was ob served

that the data are for great

measured

1 m/see fall velocity

angle are ~itbin

data are approximately

The O Hz data is indicative

data indicate

dicate

I

is given by the Doppler

rements
Doppler

I

coupling

the Doppler

above.

Below

to the scattering

a West-

“ol”me

are

that more than 10 dB of shielding

was

obtained,
The measurements
shielding

evident

examination

were

Ii”es- of-sight.

loss values

and Weatford

of scattering

azimuth

angles

were

i 5 ele”ation

Summer

radar

scatter

turbulent

layers

From

obtained Doppler
from

at \\-estford ele”atio”
circle

discussed

above,

path were
1970.

an
data,

snow with “mhtransmission

angles

compared

below 2.5-

with computations

Sew+ral of the elevation

Data for <64 separate

scans were used to generate

of 4970 data were

system.

elevation

scans as described
and bistatic

scatter

acquired

60-foot

at the same time,

the radar

from

from

and the Westford

in the same direction

ing scatter

of scattering

of the measured-to-calculated

within 2.5° of the great

“wed only when rain was detected
and bistatic

scans with Avon site

at high angles.

6-seccmd

the histogram

gi”en

average

scans
rneas -

in Fig. <8

i970

During the summer
Hill L-band

of the ratios

elemation
e“ident

with the simultaneously

that had measurements

1446 and i 626 GMT on 2 November

used in the comparison

B,

were

coupling

in dB) is shown in Fig. <7.

for data taken between

from

and sidel’obe

scans together

identified
A histogram

(differemes

Measurements

uremcnts

angles

of each of the eleva.tie”

38 ele”at ion scans
structed

made during tbe fall 4970 period

at low elevation

Tbe sinmltamous

somewhere

Measurements
in the previous
system

“sing

antenna were

were

azimmth scans.
azimuth

in the s.rveilla”cc
of scattering
section.

Both the Millstone

scanned so both antennas were
scan meas”rcment

area common

hy turbulence

were

During the summer

not scanned to observe

pointed
mode was

to both the radsr
conducted

measurement

using
program

the same wolumc when observ -

turbulence,
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The weather
showery.
parison

on the iO measurement

Rain data from the three
between

isotherm

measured

varied

days between

showery

and computed

in height from

20 to 55 dBZ and a range of heights

rain,

snow,

A preliminary
the computer

description

and computed

transmission
of the ratio

0.6 dB,

The azimuth

cells

that contributed

lines

on Fig. i.

man,

loss values

scattered

volume
were
error

the difficulty

of making accurate
of a computer

section)

parison.

rain cells

are shown,

obstacles.

At higher

directivity

may still be detected

elevation

angles,

for “sefd

system

transmission

the clear

rain scatter

angles

lines-of-sight

1.ss increased

area.

At the higher

elevation

signal

angles

azimuth

reduced

The abrupt changes

elevation

angle

near the cell.

cated by the two curves,

sion loss values
putations
“alue)
a radar

were

identical.

system

lines-of-sight

solid and dot dashed
horn an-

(top of the

were useful
signal

angles

due to the

increasing

of azimuth

with the

one computed

angle and the cells

were within

is given in Fig. 22 and is for rain cells
down points on the transmitting

The Doppler

shift continued to increase
was being detected

but at a
changes

and calculated

transmission
The effect

using the table of local

horizon

data were

were

area.

above

are due to the local

for use in generating

bistatic

lines-of-sight

at an eleva-

angles

scattering

angle.

value table)

observed

prepared

horizon

within the clear

29

elevation

for the 1.5”
is indi-

angles for the

histograms

transmis-

when the com(using the 0.7°

253” and 2560 azimuth was due to

in this region

as shown by the data.

f 97o data

lines-of-sight

[relative

values

and without shielding

for the summer

antenna directivity

loss

of site shielding

In the data processing,

the comparison

The abrupt loss of radar data between

histograms

elevation

shift at 280” azimuth

using a O.7° horizon

(using the local

at

or changing Ze value with height

as for Westford

that hydrometer

the num-

scans displaying

scans show that the cells

above 1 “ the Doppler

in Doppler

for com-

levels

is shown in Fig. 20 together

dissipating

and

is shown in Fig. i 9.
rain area

area enlarges

A series

with height or elevation

The measured

computed

malfunction,

Two comparison

The rain

was possible.

The successive

either

to be

and calcula-

period.

display

mezoscale

lines-of-sight

in Fig. i 9 are given in Fig. 21.

accepted

with shielding

were

scan given

(due to antenna pointing

lines-of-sight

the cell was within a clear

angle indicating

scan depicted

Avon site and the other

measurement

but at reduced

analysis.

of

between

loss values

observation

(PP1)

clear

was not as strong

elevation

with increasing

in the wind field

The azimuth

The cell at an azimuth angle 280” was histatic ally detected

data show that for Westford

level.

between

in a larger

meamrenmnts

less than 2700 were

tion angle i .5- but tbe received
2°.

loss

presentation

within the area for clear

bistatically

shift data for each of the measurements.

the transmission

a detailed

transmission

indicator

imbedded

scatter

clear

were

in Fig. 23 of Ref. 4 and shows the

measurements)

plan position

and rain cells

locations

azimuth

sampled

The comparison

due to gain uncertainty

histatic

Westford

the 0“

not within the main lobe of the transmitting

Doppler

because

for com-

days,

types

bounded by the heavy

only those in the area marked

The other cells

ber of possible

sidelobe

generated

signal were

to receiver

however,

PPI

is presented

m&de during the summer

to the observed
to 6cattering

The cells,

several

including

althcmgh showing good agreement

of measurements

and some measurement

Although

measurements

of measured-to-calculated

tenna pattern
A section

The hydrometer

scan is given in Section V of Ref. 4.

of the logarithm

from the transmitter

2 to 9 km.

to

spanned . range of Ze values

0209 and 0220 GMT OE 29 July 1970.

average

was not typical

from

clear

processed

During the showery

The measurements

of the summer

output for an azimuth

tion,

loss.

from

snow.

in Ref. 4 was obtained between
measured

28, 29, and 30 July were

transmission

4,1 to 4.3 km,

from

and melting

days,

20 and 34 July i970 varied

The first

histogram

area and within the 10 dB

gain functiOn-g2(6’i)

1 Pattern.

The

1
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(
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1
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1
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Fig. 19.

PPI display,

Millstone
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Fig. 20.
Measured transmission loss and Doppler shifts, Avon-to-Westford
1.0 to 3. 0“ elevation
(Westford), 2046-2132
GMT, 28 July 1970.
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Fig. 21.
Calculated
and measured transmission loss, Avon-to-Westford
1.5” elevation
(Westford), 2046-2056
GMT, 28 July 1970.

scatter path,

MODE = 4 dB
MED$AN ~ 4 dB
MEAN ~ 3.0 t 0.4 dB
,.S=
3.7d B
NO ~ W, ,AMPLE$

Fig. 22.
Histogram of ratios of meawredto-calculated
transmission 1.ss, rain within
cleor I ines-of-sight~nd
pttern

ob
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A
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fmctim,

—10 dB Avon antenna

summer 1970,

C-band.

3s0

I

MODE

.4 dB
MEDIAN = 2 ,,
MEAN = 2.6 * 0.4 dB
MS = 6,3 m
NO = 2388

,,,,0

Fig. 23.

Histogrom

to-co lc.loted
clear

I ines-o f-sight,

second histogram
In constructing
–f 7+B

of ratios

transmission

is for all cells

threshold

screen
horizon

plays the raw data prior

C.

of sidelobe
Summer

During

thereby

scans.

The bistatic
7.74 GHz,

to shower\-.

limiting

scatter

acquired

[*B)

rnem. red-

C-bond.

signal for a set of scans

was generated

in Fig. 24.

discussed

in Fig. 23.

Ref. 4 and an additional

for all observations

This last histogram

dis-

in Ref. 4 was used to remove

range to 40 dB.

%.arying the attenuator
system

circular,

Showers

occurred

between

was different

respectively,

on the tO measurement

tenna used on 2 :lu~st

using azimuth

scans.

The radar

was the same as used in 1970 with the exception

the dynamic

was used and the transmitting

and left-hand

Tbe weather

summer1970,

in Section V,

histogram

and is presented

of 1968, data were

by manually

quency,
zontal

of ratios of

,0s,

transmission loss, al I mindot.

bistatic ally scattered

(the 17-5B threshold

mm,.,,,,.,

”,,,,,

1968

used for the 1968 measurements

was increased

,,,,

area and is presented

described

An additional

(no shielding)

K

H

coupling).

the summer

one receiver

lines-of-sight

to the peak received

to culling

”,,,

Prio, f. culling,

within the clear

s..,,,s

Histogram

to-co l.uloted

C-band.

the data.

ME,,

Fig. 24.

with

the 17-dB threshold

with respect

using the 0.7” local

rain

summer 1970,

the histograms,

were used to further

cases

of rneas. red-

loss,

0,

!

from

The effective

rather

on four of the days,

the 1970 system
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because

range

between
a higher

antenna polarizations

than vertical

were

frehori-

and vertical.

29 July and 9 August 1968 varied

August 2, 6, 7, and 9.

:?.s the 6 -foot antenna and insufficient

within the – io dB points cm the antenna directivity

of using only
dynamic

the antenna and receivers

and receiving

days between

system

system

The transmitting

data with comparisons

pattern were

obtained

from

for analYsis.

clear
an-

for rain cells
During

,40

~

~
130

1

=
1--- ““-

I

MO”.

=

1400EOdB
o 0 dO
MEDIAN

L

o d,

MEDIAN0 dO

MEAN = 0.4 ? 0.5 dB
$?!4, ~ 3.2 d,
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Fig. 25.

Histogram

of

TRANSMISSION

ratios

of
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MS)

fig. 26.

meas. red-

“0

t

‘

152’

‘AMPLE’

Histogram

to-calculated

to-calculated
transmission loss, rain within
cleor Iines-of -sight and -10 dBAvon antenna
pattern f.nction,
summer 1968, X-band.

,..

clear

LOSS (dBl

ratios of meas. red-

transmission

I ines-. f-sight,

Fig. 27.
+O-cal.ul

)

loss, rain within

summer 1968,

X-band.

Histograms of ratios of meas. redated trcj”wnission loss, cdl rain data

priOr fO culling,

OF ME.,”,,.
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TRANSMISSION

H

,:
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+
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summer 1970,

X-bond.

the latter

three days,

obtained

and processed

A Preliminary
azimuth

polarized

zontally

sis includes
incident

effects

difference

present

between

The Mi factor

computed

values

the present

area is given

that the circu by a hori-

in Section 111and used in the present

and vertical

polarization

and that repo?ted

components

of the scattering

in Ref. 3 is small

The

above

analy-

of the

probl>m.

except

The

for scattering

Estimate

were

of scattering

loss

by either

indB).

and rms variation

vided by the computer
indB)

summer

for all data within the clear

antenna patter-n is given in Fig. 25
area and any directivity

for inclusion

“alwe is

in the clear

lines-of-sight

On average,

values

in Table

of 1970;

The comparisons

computations

error

errors

were

fall of 4?70;

listed

equipment-caused

values

error

averaging

filter,

the filter

computer

program

loss

by the 50 Hz filter

is correct.

above)

(see Table

that are larger

vary

than the measure-

tVestford

receiwer

with the approximate

If the correlation

set to

contribute

in tbe ratios

of

The second Source of possible
program

If the correlation

20 ,nsec averaging

without integration

was the effect

of

time for the scattime

of the post

and the o“tp”t

time is short in comparison
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from

mean (the errors

errors

to the rrn.s variation

11, Ref. 4),

for i“ tbe computer

signal

shout a zero

The calibration

in the .AGC loop.

the received

in these

is 2,7 dB for

less than 0.5 dB for any set of sc.ms and vary

that was “ot corrected

passes

uncei-tainty

mentioned

117.

which i“ turn contribute

is long in comparison

detection

+0.4 dB for hydrometers,

err-or noted in Ref. 4 was the possible

Ref. 4 are +0.2 and -0,3),

transmissim

ratio

The

The i970 rain data show differemes

loss values

in Table

3 and in Ref. 4.

The maximum

the items

IV above).

transmission

median,

made using the data as pro-

in Section

fall of +970.

(neglecting

were

by their

for each rne.asuremrmt pet-iod are +3. o dB

+3.9 dB for snow,

of 1968 (Table

shown for 29 July ‘f970, Fig. iO,

process

V.

and the equaticmz described

for a rmmber of sets of scans, these errors

measured- to-computed

m-e

mode,

uncertainties

only to the repeatability

The comparisons

are characterized

and computed

These

or turbulence.

description

histograms

of equipment-caused

error.

phases of the Avo”-to-

approximate

The comparison

calibration

ment and computational

the appropriate

(cm ckmd particles)

and 0.0 dB for turbulence,

the measured

post detection

made “sing

transmission

‘f970 and 3.7 dB for the summer

One source

made dm-ing each of the three

of measured-to-calculated

summer

of i968;

calibration

a“d

of the ratio

program

due to equipment

between

to culling

the measured

of the logarithm

for the most accurate

for hydrometers,

ratios

measurements

with calculations

hydrometers

as histograms

(difference

The histogram

lines-of-sight

for data prior

comparing

Comparison

compared

(expressed

mean,

shove.

points cm the tre.nsmitti”g

for all data within the clear
The histogram

The transmissicm

presented

described

of histograms

OF DATA

Best

Westford

to the construction

in Fig. 27.

ANALYSIS
A.

culled prior

using the methods

given in Fig. 26.

tering

in Ref. 3 assumed

that would be detected

and caw, ed by the geometry

analysis

area and the –10-dB

and the histogram

set.

discussed

due to both the horizontal
at the scattere=

performed

om half the energy

is given in Ref. 3.

to the data presented

near 90” (see Fig. 2),

lines-of-sight

loss

1968 measurements

The amdysis

antenna detected

antenna.

The data were

V.

Of data from the summer

in evidence.

receiving

scattering

field

at .4von and data were

for these days,

analYsis

polarized

angles

gain horn was used for transmitting

scan data given in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 of Ref. 3 are similar

with site shielding
larly

the standard

of the

with 20 m...,

TABLE V
SUMMARY

C-bond Rain – Summer 1970
within clear lines-of-sight

OF COMPARISON

HISTOGRAMS

Mode

Median

Compare

(dB)

(dB)

6-see ..s..

+4

+4

+3.0 +0.4

3.7

661

6-see

avg.

+4

+2

+1 .7+0.4

4.7

1206

6-see

avg.

+4

+2

+2.6

+0.4

6.3

238B

+0.5

3.2

450

4.0

539

Mecm*

RMs

No. of

(dB)

(dB)

Samples

cmd-10dB
C-band
within
C-band

Rain – Summer 1970
clear

lines-of-sight

Rein - Summer 1970

all dot. above 0.7°
horizon angle

X-band

Avon

Rain – Summer 1968

6-see avg.

o

0

+0.4

X-band Rain - Summer 195B
within clear lines-of-sight

6-see

avg.

o

0

+1 .0+0.5

X-band

6-see avg.

o

6-see

o

within

clear

lines-of-sight

o“d-10dB

Rain – Summer 1968

all data obove 0.7°
horizon angle

+2

4.3

*0.7

8.5

1529

0.0

+1.2

5.0

164

3.9 +0.7

1.4

3B

Avon

Fall

1970 C-bond

Turbulence

Fall

1970 C-band

Snow

* Range of passible values

avg.

scan

+4

0

+4

is +3v.

.,
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I

the filter

passes

correction

the average

is required,

tude and the average

spread

great

circle

20 Hz for

in Ref. 5.

measurements

of wind shear
Occasicmally

possible

spread

possible

Doppler

to correct

scatter

moves

gaseous

is approximately

absorption

subtracting

0.2 dB Iow.

should be decreased

at L-band

in error

The ratio

by 0.8 dB.

for the X-band
attenuation

at 4.5 GHz (surface

data (including

along tbe path.

less than 5 km across

radar

the correction

between

the

amount of

for gaseous

the radar

along the path should vary
paths used,

an

the C-band computations

absorption
cross

for

due to

on the measurement

section

transmission
higher

a point on the surface

are

loss therefore

at 7.74 GHz and using
to

of 1.0 dB is required
Rain will also cause

data typically

of high Ze value (45 to 55 dBZ),

estimates

for 7,74 Gfiz relative

radar data).

the radar

from

at C-band

0.6 dB (2 way) for a scatterer

is slightly

for the L-band

ab -

ray height of 2 km, the specific

curve on Fig. 1, Ref. 6) a correction

Xoting that in the summer

in the region

of oxygen

attenuation

from

scat-

lines-of-sight

data are also subject to attenuation

of measured-to-calculated

The specific

used

required

and 0.002 dB/km at 7-km height

to correct

is approximately

by 0.2 dB),

of i.2 of the total zenith attenuation

the total attenuation

loss

for hydrometer

attenuation

for the scattering

is required

0.4 dB for the effect

antenna gain (gainis

~pproximately

of the specific

Using an effective

The L-band

a spread
Because

was generally

transmission

agreement

0,0’I dB/km at the surface

increase

The attenuation

at 100 km and, after

of 1968.

system

in calculated

0.006 dB/km and the total attenuation

along the path.

absorption,

during the summer

values

should be applied.

and on one occasion

2 and 9 km and are subject to a small

used.

the
20 to 40 Hz

Due to the large

than i43 km, the mmface distance

a value of 1.0 dB as typical
loss

from

path

comparisons.

Computations

periods

‘t. O-d B transmission

of tbe radar

a ratio

between

absorption.

circle

spread due to the wind shear

the 1. 05-dE correction

was observed

in the X-band

ranges

of the

and i O to

great

path scattering,

at C-band.

tbe 288o Hz IF bandwidth filter

show a value of approximately

additional

The Doppler

site

using the equa-

Near

and may be as long as 200 km and be within the clear

at 4.5 GHz for the measurement
attenuation

at X-band.

circle

displayed

rain cells

the rain attenuation

is less

than 0.4 dB at C-hand (see Ref. i 2 for relationship
be neglected.
attenuation

At X-band,
along

A corrected
sorption

the same cell

table of comparisons
values

to correct

tion due to rain was not considered
mated comparison

between Z and specific attenuation) and may
5
km across) would cause 3,3 dB additional
(50 dB.Z,

the path.

correction

values

was generated
the comparison

using the Doppler
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spread

data and is presented

in making the corrections.

within the assumptions

‘

The Dop-

(at West ford)

hy turbulence

fall velocity

the C-band data into closer

paths reach to heights

0.9 to 1.2 d13. Choosing

off great

spread.

volume

measurements,

being 100 Hz or more

paths must be longer

and receiver

These

For

The i-dB increase

disagreement

att enu.ation due to gaseous

oxygen

correction.

spreads,

spread

a larger

The bistatic
transmitter

within a few degrees

was checked at the Westford

during ~970.

for Doppler

ter but causes

Ra yleigh

of the Doppler

of the scattering

the C- or X-band

than 500 Hz (10-dB down points)

of the ampliii
process,

positions

and changes in hydmmmteor

typically

the average

Iocaticms

in the show’ery rain observations,

tbe Doppler

of the large

sorption

from

twice these values

larger;5

for rain measurements

area.

do not require

and is “early

for a stationary

spread is less than 4 Hz for scattering

due to turbulence

may be considerably

of greater

scattering

rain for either

therefore

spread

for C-band

from

between

signal is the inverse

for the different

For

path, the Doppler

scattering

Doppler

is for the relationship

time for the scattered

may be estimated

tions presented

of the Bignal and a i .05-dB (not i ,i 4-dB as quoted in Ref. 4)

of the square of the amplitude

The correlation
pler

amplitude

The correction

of single

Table

scattering

and gaseous

in Table

VI pro”ides
theory,

VI.

ab-

Attenua-

the best esti-

Rayleigh

scatter

TABLE VI
CORRECTED

HISTOGRAM

COMPARISONS

RATlO

TRANSMISSION

Description
C-band

Compare

Rain – Summer 1970

OF MEASURED-TO-CALCULATED

LOSS

Mcde
(dB)

Medim

+2

(dB)

Mean*
(dB)

No. of

RMs
(dB)

Samples

+1 .2*0.4

3.7

661

6-,ec

.Wg.

+2

6-,,.

CIV~.

+2

o

-0.1

+0.4

4.7

I 2C6

6-s..

avg.

+2

o

+0.8

+0.4

6.3

2388

6-see

avg.

–2

-2

-1.6

+0.5

3.2

450

6-se.

avg.

-2

–2

-1.0*

4.0

539

6-see

avg.

-2

8.5

1529

6-,,.

avg.

-1

-1

–O. B*I.2

5.0

I 64

+2

+2

+2. I +0.7

1.4
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within clear lines-of-sight
and -10 dB direct ivity
C-band

Rain – Summer 1970

within

clear

lines-of-sight

C-band R.;. – Summer 1970
.11 data above 0.7” Avon
horizon

X-bond

angle

R.i.

–Summer

1968

within clear lines-of-sight
a.d —10dB directivity
X-band
within
X-band

Rain–Summer
.Iear

Rain - Summer 1968

all data above 0.7”
horizon angle

C-bo”d

1968

0.5

lines-of-sight

T.rb.lence,

0

+2.3

+0.7

Avon

F.11 1970

C-bcmd Snow, Fall 1970

*Rct”ge of possible values

scan

is +30.

38

~
-..

------

for spheres,

and no hydrometer

The mean logaritlmn
in Table

of the ratio

measurement

B.

accuracy

the measured

Discussion

that the scattering

particles

were

Section 2. i. 3 of Ref. 5 discussed
about i/i O wavelength
limit.

imate ) estimate
L-band
static

I
1

Within the

the computational

was based upon the as sumpfion

of hydrometer

scattering

to the model both for spherical

and for spheroidal

an ensemble

particles

(exact)

of water

in the Rayleigh

and the Rayleigh

spheres

given in

particles

larger

(see Table

scattering

from

For lower
VII).

water

Scattering

theory

(approx-

has a value of – 0. f dB at

– O.6 dB at C-band (4.5 GHz,

in the Table.

rain rates

The corrections

spheres

the differences
to Rayleigb

at high Z values

Tbe Ze values

Ze < 55 and, at 27 dBZ,

the frequency

used for bi-

for the rain cells

the ratio

that this explanation
to (mZ)

of (mZe)

tbe scattering

angle dependence

angles

difference

the Mie and Rayleigh

Mie and Rayleigh

required

is small

Ze values

for the residual

describe

ranged from

ifi only partially

angle dependent.

For

less than *O. 8 dB difference

prediction

for scattering

from

over

tbe

For X-band,

the

water

spheres

TABLE Vll
CORRECTIONS
(Mie)

TO Z VALUES FOR BACK SCATTER FOR THE EXACT
SOLUTION
FOR SCATTERING
FROM SPHERES
z
$

z
~Qt

Rote

1.30GH2

z
at 4.52
(dB)

GHz

~

at 7.75

(diZ)

(dB)

0.25

17.4

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

1.27

27.5

0.0

-0.2

-0.3

2.5

31.9

0.0

-0.2

–0.2

12.7

41.6

0.0

–0.4

+0.2

25

45.9

-0.1

-0.5

+0.5

51

50. I

-0.1

-0.6

+0.8

102

54.2

-o.

–0.6

+1.1

152

56.7

-0.1

-0.6

+1.3

(mm/hr)

I

GHz

(dB)
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—

hack-

difference

analysis

differences

is scattering

causing

are

is – 0.2 dB at C-band and

used for a Z value of 46 dBZ (see Fig. <2, Ref. 5).
theory

theory

to adequately

used in the comparison

for Mie scattering

range of scattering
between

theory

of Mie to Rayleigh

correct.

The ratio

between

m-e within a half dB of the residual

– 0.3 dB at X-band indicating

C-band,

1;,

than

and +1. 3 dB at X-band (7. 74 GHz, the frequency used for bistatic
13
drop size distribution
and a 152 mm/br rain
during 1968) for the Lams and Parsons

smaller

20<

The analysis

spherical.

frequency!,

experiment,

IV

during 4970),

(Z = 57 dBZ).

listed

I

model

the ratio of the Mie theory

the radar

presented

(3u) quoted in Table

Scatter

corrections

from

loss values

uncertainty

for the 1968 measurements.

computational

Scattering)

of scattering

(4. 3 GHz,
scatter

scatter
rate

(Mie

For backscattering,

for the C CIR.

loss values.

Hydrometer

and cloud particle

computations

transmission

estimation

of the Avon- to- Westford

transmission

of Results,

The hydrometer

ratio

and the 3. 7-ciB uncertainty

and computation

predicted

as used in interference

of measured-to-computed

VI “is within the 2. 7-dB maximum

for the i970 measurements

model

attenuation
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(mZe)/Z

for Rayleigh and Mie scattering

theory for water spheroids,

horizontal-to-circular

theories for water spheres and Rayleigh
polarization,

Avon-to-West

ford ~.titter

scattering
path.

I
TABLE Vlll
CORRECTi ONS

TO

Z VALUES

FOR BACKSCATTER

ORIENTED

OBLATE

z
~ot

Rote
(mm~r)

,

I

1.295

GHz*

%v
~at

FROM

VERTICALLY

SPHEROIDS

4.515

GHz

‘HL
~

at 7.74

(diZ)

(dB)

0.25

17.4

–O. C6

-0.27

+0.14

1.27

27.5

-0.12

-0.55

+0.31
+0.41

(dB)

(dB)

2.5

31.9

-0.14

-0.7}

12.7

41.6

-0.18

-1.07

+0.64

25

45.9

-0.20

-1.27

+0.78

51

50. I

-0.21

-1.44

+0.89

102

54.2

-0.22

-1.62

+1. ol

152

56.7

-0.22

-1.72

+1.07

* R, L,V,

H represent

right-hand

circ.l or,

Ieft-hci”d

circular,

vertical,

polarization, respectively, with the first ietter for the transmitted
for received.

GHz

and horizontal

polarization

and second

more

For tbe polarizaticms

pronounced.

be as large

as 6 dB as shown in Fig. 28 for Westford

Observations

of scattering

zation molars have indicated
roids

with a vertical

spheroids

similar
Table

proposed

analysis,

limit

The corrections

West
ford

corrections

spheres

with multiple

but behave

pola?i -

as oblate

from vertically

angle of i. 5”.

a sphere.

sphe -

oriented

for X-band

the corrections

to the transmission

and calculated

The results

from

spheroids

at a 25 mm/hr

(P = f 80’)

for the range of scattering

The computations

frequencies,

values

At C-band,

loss values

and the range of scattering

are within i dB of the values

the correction

fm. scattering

from

of possible

differences

are not useful for a further

information

about the hydrometer

corrections

w-e small

refining

displayed

in

would also

rain showers.

angles

used in the

(46 dBZ)

and a

listed

for Ra yleigh

vertically

oriented

rain rate is within 0.3 dB of the value for backsc.atter
angles

listed

for the summer

are sboum in Fig. 28 for a rain rate of 25 mm/hr

Scattering

model

260” and 280”.

layer

of scattering

if applied

the observed

scattering

experiment

elevation

m-e not water

An analysis

at the measurement

These
between

for bistatic

Anon-to-~Vestfoi-d

below tbe melting

e may

using the Laws and Parsons drop mass relationships
and the shape
16
and Pitter
was given in Section 2.i.3 of Ref. 5. Using a

for backscatter

differences

the

axis. i4>45

the different

by Pruppacher

VffI are obtained.

reduce

that rain particles

angles used,

azimuth angles between

f rmn hydrometecws

symmetry

in the Rayleigh

distribution

and range of pointing

listed

in Table

VIII

in Fig. 28.

fi-mn the simple

Rayleigh

of the computations

state is available.

of transmission

These

at C-hand and would tend to improve

scattering

computations

spheres

loss because

no

that the possible

show

the comparison

from

both at C- and at

X-band.
The meas”reme”ts
1970 do not agree
cirrus

from

cloud transmission

loss

mess” rements

predicted

were

than the computations

2 dB higher

(ratio),

from

the ice particles

and show departure

from

band) was observed
were

obtained,

months.
calculation
calcukted
C.

Scattering

Rayleigh

from

scatter

during the fall measurement

bistatic ally with clear
were

also observed

in the observed

than

the calculation

the difference
that the simple

cirrostratus

clouds is quite weak

as a cause of interference

model used shove are melting
periods.
period

lines-of-sight

in dissipating

and any departure

Melting

but the melting
and no melting

rain cells
from

snow

snow (bright
layer
layer

was
data

during the summer

the assumed

rms %due for tbe ratios

model for

of measured-to-

loss.

of Results,

data for comparison

Turbulent
were

Scatter

only obtained during the fall of 1970.

scans for tbe summer

sis (see Refs. 3 and 4).

signal)

measurements

between

in estimating

The

problems.

sphere

would cause an increzse

made for single

data.

received

The data indicate

any of the measurement

was small

Discussion

(lower

that may both be of itnportance

The number of observations

trammnissio”

Vsef”l

layers

scatter

the difference

error

larger.

estimation

during

on the radar

Melting

cloud.

the simple

not high enough to be observed

made during the fall of

The snow scattering

Although

clouds were

scatter

Hail was not observed

5 to 6 dB higher

than the possible

in interference

of hydrometer

clouds
hydrometer

while useful for snow, does not hold as well for scattering

within a cirrus

consequence

Two forms

and hail.

for spheres,

were

correction).

predicted.

for cirrostratus

approximation

and of little

(7 to 8 dB before

for snow are smaller

the differences

Rayleigh

snow and cirrostratus

as well as the summer

tbe computations

and measurements

“/

of scattering

with the calcdations

The preliminary

data and presented
analysis

i
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Comparisons

as a part of the preliminary

showed apparent

agreement

were

data 8naly -

within the system
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vertical

polarization.

measurement
data from

errors

but insufficient

2 November

data were obtained to prepare

1970 showed agreement

loss and the predictions

based upon the theory

in the inertial

(see Ref. 2).

mission

subrange

with low level
urement

stratus

period

clouds.

km above the surface

were

much weaker

measurements.

at a Westford

10ss) at an elevation
Turbulent
day.

signal

always
always

range region

The scattering

in the inertial

form

L-band

radar

signals

subrange.

of (turbulent)

scatter

circle

scatter
scatter

was detected.

spectral

very

loss with ele-

a +5 dB lower

scat-

transmission

path signal

at low

of the stronger

angles,

sidelobe

during the mea surement
attributable
could depart

density

above

thin layers

to refractive
slightly

in the inertial

from

sub-

[the slope determines

tbe

by this experiment.

(volume

filled

turbulence)

or “ feuillet s:’ i 7,18

This

in this experiment.
propagation)

distance

Tbe natural terrain

were

observed

Avon and Westford

no enhancement

shielding

propagated

returns

between

Ouring these conditions,

scatter

with the turbulent

observed

as described

to the surface

comparison

on the

and from

in the turbulent

at Avon apparently

reduced

cou-

via that mode to not be detectable

in

signal.

CONCLUSIONS

Observations

were

caused by rain scatter
scattering

volumes

descriptions

simplified

made of coupling
and turbulent

and used together

of the scattering

two stations.

For

models

monostatic

scattering
predicted

and .histatic

are adequate

rain produced
rain,

the simultaneous

(higher

circle

index fluctuations

from

was not observed

path.

great

of Eq. (12) ] and not be detected

to cause signals

fore

of 2.7 dB.

path on each measurement

or azimuth offset

power

strong ducted (anomalous

comparable

circle

The shape of the spectrum

pling into the duct sufficiently

VI.

signal

shift char. cteristics

space for the refractive

of the days,
at ranges

elevation

from turbulence

angle dependence

form

the azimuth of the great
scattered

30 gives

of approximately

the stronger

angle and Doppler

have noted both turbdent

of turbulent

On sevkral

trans-

that coexisted

in transmission

and 20 dB lower

of the 3-dimensional

of wavenumber
and scattering

and a quasi-specular
latter

error
layers

within 3” of the angle of arrival

At larger

scatter),

occurred.

Other observers

measurement

Figure

of the great

from

or azimuth angles

the - i t/3 slope characteristic

wavelength

in the direction

signal could be separated

had the scattering

index fluctuations

angle of 1-1.75”

was detected

(also due to turbulent

coupling

index fluctuations

for turbulent

variation

f970 data with the exception

elevation

angle for elevation

periods

for refractive

angle of 2,5”.

scatter

The scattered

elevation

as shown in Fig. 29.

The data have a similar

angle as the 2 November
signal

(Fig. 18) were

The

transmission

These layers were among the strongest detected during the meas-14m-2/3),
On clear days the layer strengths especially
at several

(C~e - 6 X *O

C-band bistatic
vation

scatter

histogram.

measured

mean ratio of measured-to-calculated

loss was -0.8 * 1.2 dB which is well within the system
histogram

a comparison

the bistatically

of turbulent

The corrected

The data used for tbe comparison

tered

between

the effects

scatter.

hy rain,

snow, or refractive
values
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(transmission

index fluctuations

procedures

wed

were

loss)

that for the prediction

between

(turbulence),

the
the

of both the

(Ref. i) there-

measurements

of interference

for frequencies

made in the
approximate

accuracies

by the CCIR

The C- and X-band

do not have to be considered

to 7.74 GHz.

observations

of the earth

equation and simplified

the coupling

types observed.
indicating

on the surface

within the measurement

The computational
results

radar

radar

to calculate

radars.

of attenuation

Simultaneous

with the bistatic

tbe measured

identical

two s$ations located

process

for the hydrometer

nearly

between

for

due to

less than or equal
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